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Abstract

In many principal-agent environments, the two parties hold di¤erent prior beliefs
regarding the agent�s future preferences. These di¤erences may be due to inherent biases
such as over-optimism or over-pessimism. We analyze the principal�s optimal contract
design under the assumption that the agent�s prior is private information. In order
to screen the agent�s prior, the principal devises a menu of contingent contracts, some
of which are �speculative� as they involve betting on the agent�s future action. We
characterize the optimal menu and show that the characterization enables us to interpret
real-life contract design in a variety of economic contexts.

1 Introduction

When designing the terms of a bilateral contract, parties need to take into account di¤erences

in opinion regarding the likelihood of future events. While standard models assume that these

di¤erences are a result of informational asymmetries, they could also be due to heterogeneity

in prior beliefs. An entrepreneur seeking to �nance a new project may be more optimistic than

an investor about its prospects; a sales person may be more optimistic about his salesmanship

than a prospective employer; an advertising agency and a client may disagree over which type

of campaign would be most successful; a project manager and a contractor may disagree over

which variety of a product will be desired by consumers; etc.1

In principal-agent relations, the principal may exploit such di¤erences in prior beliefs

by writing a contingent contract, which is essentially a bet on the agent�s future action.

The reason parties may agree to bet is that each of them is willing to make a concession
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in the contingency that he deems less likely. The traditional view of contingent contracts

in economics is either as a tool for screening agents according to their preference types, or

as a tool for overcoming moral hazard. However, when the two parties have di¤erent prior

beliefs, contingent contracts serve as bets. We pose the following question: how should such

a contract be designed when the agent�s prior belief is private information?

We study a two-period principal-agent contracting model. The principal enables the agent

to choose in period 2 from some set of actions, conditional on signing a contract in period

1. If the agent refuses to sign a contract, he chooses some outside option. A contract is

a function that speci�es a monetary transfer between the principal and the agent for every

second-period action. Other than that, we place no restriction on the space of contracts.

The agent has quasi-linear vNM utility over action-transfer pairs. However, his utility from

actions is either u or v; depending on a state of nature, which is revealed to the agent alone

in period 2. The principal assigns probability p to state u; while the agent assigns probability

� to this state. The principal does not observe �, and believes that it is drawn from some

distribution on [0; 1]. Hence, � plays the role of an agent �type�. The principal�s problem is

to design a menu of contracts that maximizes his expected pro�t.

The following situation illustrates the model. A hungry customer enters a restaurant,

unsure of how much he will have to eat in order to curb his hunger. In one state (the

�hungry�state), he will have to eat both a main course and a dessert in order to feel satiated.

In the other state (the �satiated�state), a main course will su¢ ce.2 The restaurant manager

believes that the states are equally likely. While the cost of preparing each course is $5; the

customer is willing to pay up to $20 for a meal that curbs his hunger, and only $10 for a

course that leaves him hungry. Stated di¤erently, the customer�s willingness to pay for a

main course is $10 in the hungry state and $20 in the satiated state.

If the customer was known to share the manager�s prior, the latter could o¤er him an

�all you can eat�bu¤et for a �xed price of $20: This contract extracts the entire consumer

surplus in each state, and guarantees the manager an expected pro�t of $12:5.

Suppose next that the manager knows that the customer underestimates his hunger -

speci�cally, that he assigns probability 3
4 to the satiated state. The manager could still o¤er

the above �all you can eat�bu¤et, which would be accepted by the customer and generate

the same expected pro�t. However, another possibility would be to o¤er the customer an

�a la carte� deal, in which the prices of a main course and a dessert are $17:50 and $10;

respectively. If the customer accepts this menu, then in the hungry state he will order both

a main course and a dessert, while in the satiated state he will order only a main course.

The customer�s expected payo¤ from this menu - calculated according to his own prior belief

- is zero, and so he would accept it. As for the manager, this contract is superior to the

�all you can eat�bu¤et because it generates an expected pro�t - calculated according to the

2Assume that the cnosumer can have dessert only after eating a main course ("you can�t have your pudding
if you don�t eat your meat...").
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manager�s prior belief - of $15.

Now suppose that the manager knows that the customer overestimates his hunger - specif-

ically, that he assigns probability 3
4 to the hungry state. In contrast to the previous case, an

�a la carte�menu cannot generate a higher expected pro�t for the restaurant manager than

the above �all you can eat�bu¤et. To see why, note that regardless of the customer�s prior

belief, he is never willing to pay more than $10 for a dessert. And since the customer type

in question deems the hungry state more likely than the satiated state, he is willing to pay

less than $15 for a main course. Therefore, given the manager�s beliefs, the expected pro�t

generated by any �a la carte�menu falls below $12:5.

The �a la carte�deal o¤ered to the customer who underestimates his hunger is a �spec-

ulative contract� - namely, a bet on whether customer will order dessert. A customer who

shares the manager�s beliefs would never accept it. Note that if the manager does not know

which of the three customer types he is facing, he could simply ask the customer to choose

between the �all you can eat�and �a la carte�deals. The customer who underestimates his

hunger would weakly prefer the speculative �a la carte deal�, while the other two types would

strictly prefer the non-speculative, �all-you-can-eat�bu¤et.

This example has several noteworthy features. First, the optimal menu of contingent

contracts contains a risky scheme as well as a scheme that guarantees the agent his reservation

value in each state. Second, the customer�s behavior is independent of his choice of contract:

he eats both a main course and a dessert in the hungry state, while avoiding dessert in the

satiated state. Thus, the multiplicity of contracts has nothing to do with designing second-

period incentives. Rather, its objective is to screen the customer�s prior belief. Third, the

customer types who assign higher probability to the hungry state than the manager exert

no informational externality on the customer type who underestimates his hunger. This

allows the restaurant manager to design a speculative contract for the latter type, without

worrying that this contract could be chosen by the other types. Finally, the manager chooses

to speculate only with the customer type who is �optimistic�about the amount of food that

he has to eat in order to curb his hunger.

How general are these e¤ects? In Section 4, we characterize the optimal menu of contracts

for a large class of utility functions u and v, having the methodologically useful property

(which is explained in Section 3) that when prior beliefs are common (yet privately known

by the agent), the optimal menu displays no discrimination between agent types. The only

restriction we impose on the probability distribution from which the agent type is drawn

(according to the principal�s second-order belief) is that it is continuous over [0; 1]. Under

these assumptions, the key features of the optimal menu are as follows.

The optimal menu is the union of two distinct menus. The principal divides the problem of

designing the optimal menu into two separate problems: the optimal menu for those agents

whose prior on u is higher than his, and the optimal menu for those agents whose prior on

v is higher than his. The two menus can be designed in such a way that the only incentive
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constraints that the principal needs to worry about are those within each category: agents in

one category have no incentive to pretend to belong to the other category (e.g., an �optimist�

has no incentive to pretend to be a �pessimist�).

Speculative contracts. The contracts o¤ered to agents whose beliefs are signi�cantly di¤erent

from the principal�s have a speculative component. Had these agents shared the principal�s

prior, they would not have accepted the contracts o¤ered to them.

Exclusion of bets. The optimal menu does not exclude agent types in the usual sense of failing

to transact with them. Nevertheless, there is exclusion, in the sense that the principal does

not bet with agents whose beliefs are close to his. The contract o¤ered to these agents is the

optimal contract when priors are common, and it involves no speculation.

Betting with optimists. When u weakly lies above v, the agent�s type can be interpreted as

his �degree of optimism�. In this case, the optimal menu assigns a speculative contract only

to agents whose prior on u is (signi�cantly) higher than the principal�s. In other words, the

principal never speculates with �pessimists�.

Ex-post e¢ ciency. The contract chosen by each agent type induces him to choose the e¢ cient

action in the state he �nds less likely than the principal. In Section 4 we identify a su¢ cient

condition on u and v that guarantees ex-post e¢ ciency in both states. In these cases, all

agent types end up displaying the same state-dependent behavior, yet they choose di¤erent

contracts and therefore make di¤erent payments. This e¤ect is manifestly at odds with a

model based on common priors.

Section 5 provides examples that demonstrate the relevance of our framework to real-life

economic settings. First, we analyze an interaction between a manager and a prospective sales

person, who are uncertain of the latter�s cost of generating sales. We demonstrate how our

model explains the coexistence of �xed-wage and performance-based compensation schemes

as a consequence of the manager�s attempt to screen the sales person�s degree of optimism.

Next, we study in detail the above �restaurant�example and show how our model can give

rise to menus that contain unlimited consumption contracts side by side with variable-rate

contracts. We use this example to interpret deals o¤ered by mobile phone companies and

DVD rental stores.

Finally, in subsection 5:3 we examine another buyer-seller example, in which the two

parties have di¤erent priors regarding the buyer�s future ideal variety of the seller�s product.

We use this example to illustrate how speculative contracts may have an adverse e¤ect on

ex-post e¢ ciency, such that the larger the gap between the parties�prior beliefs, the greater

the e¢ ciency loss. In such environments, a central planner who cares about ex-post e¢ -

ciency would prefer that the principal did not know the agent�s prior belief. In this sense,

the asymmetric-information environment may be socially desirable relative to the complete-

information environment, because it mitigates distorting e¤ects of speculative contracting.
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Related literature
Our paper is related to the contracting literature that studies non-linear pricing with imper-

fectly informed consumers (most notably, Baron and Besanko (1984), Armstrong (1996) and

Courty and Li (2000)), a.k.a. �sequential screening�. Both this literature and our work study

the problem of a monopolist who o¤ers consumers a menu of contingent pricing schedules. In

both frameworks, the monopolist�s objective is to screen agents according to their unobserv-

able prior beliefs over their future tastes. However, in contrast to our model, the sequential

screening literature assumes common priors. More speci�cally, it is common knowledge that

the agent is better informed about his future tastes than the principal. As we show in Section

3, we focus on an environment for which this distinction is crucial: non-common priors are

necessary to generate price discrimination in our environment.

We are aware of at least one precedent in the literature for a principal-agent model with

non-common priors. Moscarini and Fang (2005) study the implication of non-common priors

on the design of wage contracts. Unlike us, they analyze contract design with an informed

principal, and focus on the signaling aspect of contracts. More speci�cally, they ask how a

principal should design a wage contract when he holds the correct prior about his workers�

ability, whereas their priors are biased upwards. A key assumption in the paper is that an

optimistic belief has a positive e¤ect on a worker�s productivity. The principal, therefore,

faces the following trade-o¤. On the one hand, he would like to provide the appropriate

monetary incentives for his workers to exert e¤ort. On the other hand, he is concerned that

workers may infer their true ability from the contract he o¤ers (what the authors call �morale

hazard�).

While this paper is concerned with monopolistic screening of an agent�s prior belief, there

have been a few works on competitive screening of priors. Landier and Thesmar (2004)

examine debt contracts that are signed between investors and entrepreneurs who di¤er in

their degree of optimism. Assuming a competitive environment, in which investors earn

zero pro�ts, the authors construct a separating equilibrium in which entrepreneurs who are

more optimistic than the investor choose short-term debt, while entrepreneurs who share the

investor�s belief choose long-term debt. In relation to our model, short-term debt may be

interpreted as a bet in which the entrepreneur concedes cash �ow rights in the low state in

return for claims on the good state. The authors also provide empirical evidence suggest-

ing that short-term debt is correlated with optimistic expectation errors of entrepreneurs.

Sandroni and Squintani (2004) modify the Rothsechild-Stiglitz insurance market model, to

allow for consumers who are over-optimistic regarding their probability of an accident. They

show that although in equilibrium these consumers are under-insured, compulsory insurance

need not be Pareto-improving. Uthemann (2005) shows how to adapt a Hotelling-like model

of competitive price discrimination due to Armstrong and Vickers (2001), in order to study

competitive screening of consumers�prior beliefs regarding the future value of a taste para-

meter.
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Finally, this paper builds on our own previous work. Eliaz and Spiegler (2006) study

optimal contract design with dynamically inconsistent agents. An agent type is his degree

of naivete, modeled as his prior belief that his current preferences will change in the future.

While the agent draws his belief from some distribution, the principal believes that the

agent�s preferences are sure to change. As in the present paper, the principal�s objective in

Eliaz and Spiegler (2006) is to screen agents according to their prior beliefs. However, time-

inconsistency has important implications for the design of the optimal menu. In particular,

sophisticated types who believe that their tastes will change with high probability are assigned

a contract that serves as a perfect commitment device: it induces them to choose the action

that maximizes their current utility.

Eliaz and Spiegler (2005) develop further the research agenda of mechanism design when

agent types consist of their prior beliefs. The focus there is on bilateral speculation problems,

where two agents hold di¤erent priors over an unveri�able state of nature, which a¤ects the

outcome of a game they are about to play. Eliaz and Spiegler (2005) de�ne a notion of

�constrained interim-e¢ cient bets�, characterize them and discuss their implementability in

terms of the underlying game�s payo¤ structure.

2 The model

A principal o¤ers an agent the opportunity to choose an action from the set [0; 1]. The cost

of providing an action a is c(a), where c(�) is a continuous, non-decreasing function satisfying
c(0) = 0. In order to have access to this set of actions, the agent must sign a contract

with the principal one period beforehand. If the agent does not sign a contract with the

principal, he chooses some outside option. We refer to the period in which a contract is

signed as period 1, and to the period in which the action is chosen as period 2. A contract

is a function t : [0; 1]! R that speci�es for every second-period action, a (possibly negative)
transfer from the agent to the principal. The principal is perfectly able to monitor the agent�s

second-period action.

The agent has quasi-linear preferences over action-transfer pairs. We assume that his

net utility in period 1 from the outside option is zero. However, his preferences over second

period actions depend on the state of nature. There are two possible states: in state u the

agent�s preferences are represented by the continuous function u : [0; 1] ! R; and in state v
they are represented by the continuous function v : [0; 1] ! R. We assume that there are
always gains from trade ex-post - that is, maxa[u(a)� c(a)] � 0 and maxa[v(a)� c(a)] � 0.

The agent believes that state u occurs with probability �. When u(a) � v(a) for every

a, it makes sense to refer to an agent with a higher � as an agent with a higher degree of

�optimism�. Faced with a contract t, the agent�s indirect utility from the contract is

� max
a2[0;1]

[u (a)� t (a)] + (1� �) max
a2[0;1]

[v (a)� t (a)] (1)
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The principal believes that u occurs with probability p: The principal does not know the

value of �, and believes that it is distributed over [0; 1] according to a continuous, strictly

increasing cdf F (�): Thus, the agent�s �type� consists of his prior on u. The di¤erence

between the two parties�beliefs are purely due to di¤erences in prior opinion: we assume

that it is common knowledge that neither party is better informed about the state of nature.

The principal�s objective is to maximize expected pro�ts. By the revelation principle, a

solution to his problem can be obtained via a direct revelation mechanism, in which agents are

asked to report their type, and each reported type � is assigned a contract t� : [0; 1]! R. The
optimal menu of contracts ft� (a)g�2[0;1] is given by the solution to the following maximization
problem:

max
ft�(a)g�2[0;1]

Z 1

0
fp[t� (au� )� c (au� )] + (1� p)[t� (av�)� c (av�)]gdF (�)

subject to the constraints,

� [u (au� )� t�(au� )] + (1� �) [v (av�)� t�(av�)] � 0 (IR�)

� [u (au� )� t�(au� )] + (1� �) [v (av�)� t�(av�)] � �
�
u
�
au�
�
� t�(au�)

�
+ (1� �)

�
v
�
av�
�
� t�(av�)

�
(IC�;�)

for all � 2 [0; 1], where

au� 2 arg max
a2[0;1]

[u (a)� t�(a)] (UR�)

av� 2 arg max
a2[0;1]

[v (a)� t�(a)] (V R�)

The �rst and second constraints are the standard individual rationality and incentive

compatibility constraints. Condition IR� says that an agent of type � is weakly better o¤

with his assigned contract than with the default option. Condition IC�;� says that an agent

of type � cannot be better o¤ by pretending to be of type � and signing the contract assigned

to that type.

The conditions UR� and V R� represent the fact that an agent�s indirect utility from a

contract is determined by the actions he expects to choose in the two states. If the realized

state in period 2 is u (an event to which the agent assigns a probability of �), then he will

choose the optimal action for him according to the utility function u. This is represented by

UR�. If, on the other hand, the state in period 2 is v (an event to which the agent assigns a

probability of 1� �), then he will choose the optimal action for him according to the utility

function v. This is precisely the condition V R�.

It follows that any contract t can be identi�ed with a pair of actions: au� and a
v
� . The

former action is consistent with u-maximization in the second period, while the latter action

is consistent with v-maximization in the second period. Without loss of generality, we may

assume that t(a) = +1 for every a =2 fav� ; au�g.
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The constraints IR� and IC�;� can be written more compactly by introducing the following

notation. Let Du
� � u(au� )�t�(au� ) and Dv

� � u(av�)�t�(av�). De�ne U(�; �) to be the expected
payo¤ of a type � agent who pretends to be of type � - that is, U(�; �) � �Du

� + (1� �)Dv
�.

Then, IR� and IC�;� can be rewritten as U(�; �) � 0 and U(�; �) � U (�; �) for all � and �.

To further simplify the exposition, we shall sometimes use the following abbreviated notation.

For ! = u; v; let t!� � t�(a
!
� ); c

!
� � c(a!� ), a

!�c
max 2 argmaxa[!(a)� c(a)] and !� � !(a!�cmax).

3 A benchmark: common priors

Before we proceed to analyze the solution to the principal�s problem in our model, it is

instructive to consider a �benchmark�model, in which the principal and the agent agree on

the probability of each state. There are two candidates for such a benchmark, depending on

which side is believed to be better informed. Since we are interested in understanding how

non-common priors a¤ect the screening motives of a monopolist, we consider the benchmark

to be a situation in which the principal believes that state u occurs with probability �: As in

our model, the value of � is the agent�s private information, and the principal believes that

� is distributed over [0; 1] according to F (�) :

This benchmark essentially follows the framework used in the sequential-screening liter-

ature mentioned in the Introduction. This literature focuses on the case in which a higher

type corresponds to a higher expected willingness to pay (for each action), or to a higher

variance in the willingness to pay (for each action). In other words, the agents�types can be

ordered according to �rst- or second-order stochastic dominance. The optimal menu in such

an environment typically contains more than one contract. More importantly, the optimal

menu is ex-post ine¢ cient in the following sense: (i) there is a set of low types which are

excluded from transacting with the monopolist, and (ii) all types (except for the highest one)

choose sub-optimal actions.

In contrast, since our aim is to highlight the role of non-common priors in generating

a non-degenerate optimal menu of contracts, we focus attention on a restricted domain of

triples (u; v; c), which turn out to imply that the optimal menu in the benchmark model

consists of a single, ex-post e¢ cient contract.

De�nition 1 We say that u and v satisfy the �crossing property�given a cost function c; if
there exists a pair (au�cmax; a

v�c
max) that satisfy u(a

u�c
max) � u(av�cmax) and v(a

v�c
max) � v(au�cmax), with

at least one strict inequality.

The crossing property means that at the point in which gains from trade in a state reach

a global maximum, the utility function of that state lies above the utility function of the

other state. Note that for many natural cost functions, there is a large family of u and v

functions that have the crossing property. For example, u and v may both be increasing
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functions. Alternatively, u and v may be increasing and decreasing functions, respectively,

provided that v(0) = 0.

Proposition 1 Suppose that u and v satisfy the crossing property given c. Then, it is optimal
for the principal to o¤er a single, ex-post e¢ cient contract.

Thus, under common priors, the principal cannot do better than to o¤er a contract that

charges u� if a 2 argmax(u�c) and v� if a 2 argmax(v�c) (and an arbitrarily large amount
for any other action). In particular, if u� = v�, the principal can simply �sell the project�to

the agent in return for an up-front payment of u�.

To conclude, the crossing property rules out discrimination and ex-post ine¢ ciency in the

common-prior benchmark. In contrast, in the next section we show that under non-common

priors, the optimal menu typically discriminates among agent types. In environments which

violate the crossing property, it would be di¢ cult to disentangle the price discrimination

that is due to speculation and that which arises from the considerations examined in the

sequential-screening literature. For this reason, we shall henceforth assume that u and v

satisfy the crossing property given c.

4 The optimal menu with non-common priors

4.1 Qualitative features of the menu

In this section we characterize the optimal menu of contracts, when the principal�s prior on

u is p and the agent�s prior on u is �, and the principal believes that � is drawn from a

distribution F on [0; 1]:We begin by illustrating the qualitative features of the optimal menu

with a simple stylized example of a �backup agreement�between a supplier and a retailer.

Consider a retailer who buys from a supplier one unit of a good that is made up of two

components, labeled U and V: The retailer has to determine the proportion of each component

in the unit that he orders. Let a 2 [0; 1] denote the proportion of component U in the good.

The retailer�s revenue as a function of a depends on the state of nature: in state u the revenue

is given by u(a) = a; while in state v it is given by v(a) = 1� a: The supplier has zero costs,
and he believes that each state is equally likely. Therefore, he wishes to maximize the sum

of transfers that he receives in the two states. The retailer, on the other hand, holds one of

three possible prior beliefs: � 2 f14 ;
1
2 ;
3
4g:

Suppose the supplier knows that he is facing a retailer of type � = 1
4 . The supplier then

wishes to maximize the sum of transfers, t 1
4
(au)+ t 1

4
(av), subject to two constraints: (i) given

these transfers, the retailer would choose an action that maximizes his net payo¤ in each

state, and (ii) the retailer weakly prefers to sign the contract. The �rst constraint represents
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the UR and V R requirements, which imply:

�(au � av) � t 1
4
(au)� t 1

4
(av) � au � av

In order to relax this constraint as much as possible, the supplier should o¤er an ex-post

e¢ cient contract in which au = 1 and av = 0: The second constraint then implies:

1

4
t 1
4
(au) +

3

4
t 1
4
(av) = 1

It follows that it is optimal for the supplier to o¤er the following two-part tari¤:

t 1
4
(a) =

3

4
+ a

The interpretation is that the retailer buys one unit that contains only the V component at

a price of 34 ; and any amount of V can later be exchanged to U according to a one-to-one

ratio.

Essentially the same argument holds when the supplier knows that he is facing a retailer

of type � = 3
4 . In this case, it is optimal for the supplier to o¤er this retailer the contract:

t 3
4
(a) =

3

4
+ (1� a)

The interpretation is that the retailer buys one unit that contains only the U component at

a price of 34 ; and any amount of U can later be exchanged to V according to a one-to-one

ratio.

Finally, suppose the supplier knew he was facing a retailer who believes that each state

is equally likely. By the IR 1
2
constraint, a retailer of this type is not willing to sacri�ce a

loss in one state in return for a smaller gain in the other state. Hence, the supplier cannot

extract from this retailer more than a surplus of one in each state. This can be achieved with

a contract that charges t(a) = 1 for all a 2 [0; 1].
Now assume the supplier cannot identify the retailer�s type, and instead invites him to

choose among the above three contracts: ft 1
4
; t 1

2
; t 3

4
g. All contracts induce the retailer to

choose a = 1 in state u and a = 0 in state v, hence all contracts are ex-post e¢ cient.

However, each retailer type weakly prefers his designated contract to the other contracts in

the menu. For � = 1
4 ; the expected payo¤ from both t 1

4
and t 1

2
is zero, while the expected

payo¤ from t 3
4
is �1

2 . Similarly, for � =
3
4 ; the expected payo¤ from both t 3

4
and t 1

2
is zero,

while the expected payo¤ from t 1
4
is �1

2 . Finally, for � =
1
2 ; the expected payo¤ from t 1

2
is

zero, while the expected payo¤ from both t 1
4
and t 3

4
is �1

4 . It follows that the above menu is

optimal. The fact that all three types display the same behavior in period 2, while ending up

making di¤erent payments, cannot be replicated by a standard model with a common prior.

This example illustrates some of the key features of the optimal menu summarized in the
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Introduction. First, the optimal menu is the union of two separate menus: the optimal menu

for types who assign a weakly higher prior on u, and the optimal menu for types who assign a

weakly higher prior on v. The agent types belonging to one category exert no informational

externality on the types belonging to the other category. Speci�cally, type 1
4 strictly prefers

his contract to the contract selected by type 3
4 , and vice versa.

The fact that each type is assigned the same contract he would be o¤ered under perfect

information is only due to the fact that in the example there is a single type � > p and a

single type � < p. As we shall see in the next subsection, when there are multiple agent types

in each of these two categories, incentive constraints within each category may prevent the

principal from attaining the perfect-information pro�t.

Second, the contracts signed by the types � 6= p are essentially bets. Each of these types

accepts a loss in the state which he deems less likely than the principal, in return for a gain

in the other state. The payo¤s that these types expect to obtain from their contracts are

�speculative�, in the sense that they would not have signed these contracts had they shared

the principal�s beliefs. Similarly, the principal would not have o¤ered these contracts had he

held the agents�priors.

In contrast, the contract signed by the type � = p involves no speculation: it guarantees

a payo¤ of one, regardless of the agent�s prior. While the principal transacts with all agent

types, he does not �bet� with the type who shares his prior belief. Note that the non-

speculative contract in our example would be an optimal contract for all agent types in the

benchmark model, in which it is commonly known that the agent�s type re�ects the true

probability that his second-period utility function is u.

Finally, the example demonstrates the following property of the optimal menu, which will

turn out to be useful in characterizing the menu. An agent with a higher prior on u than

the principal, who signs a speculative contract, strictly prefers au to av in state u, yet he is

indi¤erent between au and av in state v. Similarly, an agent with a lower prior on u than

the principal, who signs a speculative contract, strictly prefers av to au in state v, yet he

is indi¤erent between au and av in state u. Put di¤erently, the V R constraint is binding

for speculative agents who are more con�dent than the principal about state u; while the

UR constraint is binding for speculative agents who are more con�dent than the principal

about state v.

4.2 Characterization

Our goal in this subsection is to provide a complete characterization of the optimal menu of

contracts. In the process of reaching this goal, we shall uncover some interesting properties

of this menu.

In the example of the previous subsection, the agent types who held di¤erent beliefs than

the principal were o¤ered �speculative contracts�, which they would never accept had they

shared the principal�s prior. Formally, we de�ne such contracts as follows.
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De�nition 2 A contract t is speculative if

p [u (au)� t (au)] + (1� p) [v (av)� t (av)] < 0 (2)

The optimal menu in our example included both speculative and non-speculative con-

tracts. The non-speculative contract was the optimal contract to o¤er to an agent who

shares the principal�s beliefs. Our �rst result establishes that this property also extends to

the case with a continuum of agent types.

Lemma 1 If the optimal menu includes a non-speculative contract, then that contract must
be the �rst-best contract for an agent of type � = p.

Lemma 1 implies that w.l.o.g. the optimal menu includes at most one non-speculative

contract. This contract is ex-post e¢ cient and extracts from the agent u� in state u and v�

in state v: Hence, an agent who signs this contract expects to obtain his reservation utility

regardless of his prior.

The intuition for this result is as follows. The pro�t that the principal expects to obtain

from any contract t is p[t (au)�c(au)]+(1�p)[t (av)�c(av)], where au 2 argmaxa[u(a)�t(a)]
and av is similarly de�ned. By de�nition, if t is non-speculative, then this expected pro�t

is at most p[u (au) � c(au)] + (1 � p)[v (av) � c(av)]: This expression is maximized at au 2
argmax(u � c) and av 2 argmax(v � c): Therefore, the following contract t� is an optimal

non-speculative contract: t�(a) = u(a) if a 2 argmax(u�c); t�(a) = v(a) if a 2 argmax(v�c)
and t�(a) =1 for every other a.

By the crossing property; t� satis�es the UR and V R constraints of all agent types. If the

principal�s menu included non-speculative contracts that generate a lower expected pro�t,

the principal could omit them from the menu, without causing agent types to switch from

speculative contracts to t�. The reason is that t� yields an expected payo¤ of zero to all

types, hence the constraint that forbids an agent type to prefer t� to his designated contract

is indistinguishable from his IR constraint.

The optimal menu in our example contained both speculative and non-speculative con-

tracts. A natural question that arises is whether this is a general feature of an optimal menu.

By IRp; type � = p cannot be assigned a speculative contract. The question is, does an

optimal menu necessarily include a speculative contract?

Lemma 2 If 0 < p < 1; the optimal menu contains at least one speculative contract. If

p = 0; the optimal menu includes at least one speculative contract if and only if u(a) > v(a)

for some a. If p = 1; the optimal menu includes at least one speculative contract if and only

if u(a) < v(a) for some a.

12



To understand the intuition for this result, consider how a speculative contract exploits

the disagreement between the principal and the agent. For the sake of the argument, let p = 0:

If u(a) > v(a) for some a; then the principal can o¤er a contract that charges u(a) � " for

choosing a 2 argmax[u(a)�v(a)], but charges v�+max[u(a)�v(a)]�" for choosing any action
that maximizes v(a) � c(a) (and an in�nite amount for any other action). Any agent who

accepts this contract gains a surplus of " in state u; but loses a surplus of max[u(a)�v(a)]�"
in state v: High-� types weigh the gain more than the loss, and hence prefer this contract to a

non-speculative contract that leaves them with zero expected payo¤. For the principal, who

believes that state v is certain to occur, this contract generates more pro�t than the highest

total surplus in state v: Hence, he prefers this contract to the non-speculative contract. If,

however, v(a) � u(a) for all a; the principal cannot entice optimistic types by o¤ering them

an �imaginary win�in state u in return for a �real �ne�in state v:

If the optimal menu contains both speculative and non-speculative contracts, which agent

types are assigned the former and which are assigned the latter? Our next result provides a

simple answer.

Lemma 3 There exists a pair of types, � 2 [0; p) and �� 2 (p; 1] such that: (i) t� is non-
speculative for every � 2 (�; ��); and if � = 0 then t0 is also non-speculative, and similarly if
�� = 1 then t1 is non-speculative; (ii) t� is speculative for every � < �; (iii) t� is speculative

for every � > ��.

This result stems from ordinary single-crossing arguments. The contract o¤ered to � = p

must be non-speculative, by IRp. Suppose that the optimal menu assigns a speculative

contract to some type � > p; but assigns a non-speculative contract to a type � > �: By

De�nition 2;

(p)Du
� + (1� p)Dv

� � 0

(p)Du
� + (1� p)Dv

� < 0

Because � > p, these inequalities imply that IC�;� is violated. A similar argument shows

that if type �0 < p is assigned a speculative contract, then every type �0 < �0 must also be

assigned such a speculative contract.

Lemma 3 implies that the �threshold� types, �� and �; should be indi¤erent between a

speculative contract and a non-speculative contract. Since, by Lemma 1; a non-speculative

contract gives a zero expected payo¤ to all types, the speculative contract o¤ered to �� and �

should also give these types an expected payo¤ of zero. This implies the following result.

Corollary 1 IR� and IR�� must be binding.
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Recall that in the example of the previous subsection, the principal chose to speculate

with types whose priors lie on both sides of his own prior. In some situations, however, the

principal chooses to speculate only with agents whose priors lie on one side of p.

Proposition 2 (�No speculation with pessimists�) If u(a) � v(a) for all a; then � = 0:

Similarly, if v(a) � u(a) for all a; then �� = 1:

The meaning of this result is that if payo¤s in one state are always (weakly) higher than

in another state - such that � may be viewed as the agent�s �degree of optimism� - then

the principal chooses not to speculate with agent types who are more pessimistic than he

is. For example, suppose the principal and the agent are a manager and a sales agent, such

that u and v represent the agent�s pro�ts from generating a sales volume of a. Note that if

pro�ts are positively correlated with ability, then in a situation where u is above v; � may

be interpreted as the agent�s degree of �overcon�dence�. In this case, Proposition 2 implies

that the manager would speculate only with overcon�dent agents.

Another distinctive feature of the example of the previous subsection is that the specula-

tive contract designed for type � > p is designed independently of the contract designed for

� < p. Our next result establishes that this is a general property of the optimal menu.

Lemma 4 The optimal menu is the union of two sets of menus: (i) the optimal menu for
the distribution F conditional on the restricted support [p; 1]; and (ii) the optimal menu for

the distribution F conditional on the restricted support [0; p]:

The essence of Lemma 4 is that the speculative contracts o¤ered to types � < p do not

exert an informational externality on types � > p who speculate with the principal, and vice

versa. Hence, the only incentive constraints that the principal needs to worry about are those

that prevent agents whose prior is on one side of p to exaggerate the proximity of their belief

to the principal�s. The proof of this result is based on the de�nition of speculative contracts

and a single-crossing argument.

Lemma 4 simpli�es the derivation of the optimal menu, in that it breaks it down into

three separate problems: (i) solving for the optimal menu for � � ��; (ii) solving for the

optimal menu for � � �; and (iii) solving for the non-speculative contract for � � � � ��. By
Lemma 1; the non-speculative contract is immediate. The question is, how does one design

the optimal menus of speculative contracts? In standard models of price discrimination, a

menu consists of pairs of numbers (e.g., quantity and price). In contrast, a menu in our

model consists (w.l.o.g.) of two pairs of numbers: (au� ; t
u
� ) and (a

v
� ; t

v
�). Therefore, in order to

be able to apply standard tools of optimal price discrimination, we need to further simplify

our problem. The �rst step in this simpli�cation is to show that w.l.o.g. we may �x av� for

� � p and au� for � � p:
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Lemma 5 Without loss of generality, we may restrict attention to an optimal menu in which
av� 2 argmaxa[v(a)� c(a)] for � � p; and au� 2 argmaxa[u(a)� c(a)] for � � p:

Lemma 5 implies that the agent chooses the ex-post e¢ cient action in the state he deems

less likely than the principal. The intuition is that even if ex-post ine¢ ciency may be required

for the sake of increasing speculative gains, the principal prefers this departure to occur in

the state that he deems less likely.

The expected payo¤ of an agent of type � > ��; who signs a speculative contract, may be

written as �(Du
� �Dv

�)+D
v
� : Thus, it is as if the agent gives the principal an up-front payment

of �Dv
� ; and if state u is realized, the principal pays the agent the amount D

u
� � Dv

� . We

may therefore interpret the di¤erence Du
� �Dv

� as the �speculative gain�of type � from the

contract that he accepts. Denote q(�) � Du
� �Dv

� : By De�nition 2, the speculative contract

signed by � gives a strictly negative surplus to an agent with a prior of p: Thus, in order for

type � > p to accept it, it must be the case that q (�) > 0: Applying the same argument to

types � � �; we obtain the following result.3

Lemma 6 q (�) > 0 for all � � �� and q (�) < 0 for all � � �:

A standard technique in the mechanism design literature is to transform the incentive-

compatibility constraints into an integral representation of U (�; �) (the expected utility of

type � from truthfully reporting his type). Lemma 6 is instrumental in adapting this technique

to our framework. Rewrite U (�; �) as follows:

U (�; �) =

(
�q (�) +Dv

� if � � p

(1� �) [�q (�)] +Du
� if � < p

(3)

By Lemma 6, we may apply standard arguments to obtain the following result.

Lemma 7 Assume that the optimal menu assigns a speculative contract to type �. If this
contract satis�es IC�;� for all � and �; then

U (�; �) =

( R �
�� q (x) dx if � � ��R 1��

1�� [�q (x)]dx if � � �
(4)

3For a formal proof of this Lemma, see Observation 1, which is found in the proof of Lemma 3 in the
Appendix.
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Recall that in our example of the previous sub-section, type � > p was indi¤erent between

av� and a
u
� in state v, while type � < p was indi¤erent between av� and a

u
� in state u. That

is, agent types who signed speculative contracts were indi¤erent between the two actions in

the state they deemed less likely than the principal. Our next result establishes that this is

a general property of the optimal menu.

Lemma 8 The V R� constraint is binding for all types � � ��; while the UR� constraint is

binding for all types � � �.

Lemmas 5 and 8 reduce the number of decision variables per type to only two: (av� ; t
v
�) for

� � � and (au� ; t
u
� ) for � � ��. Thus, we are now ready to apply standard mechanism-design

tools to derive the optimal speculative menu. Let z = 1�x and G(z) = 1�F (1�x). De�ne

 F (x) = x� 1� F (x)
f (x)

(5)

and de�ne  G(z) accordingly.

Proposition 3 If F satis�es the monotone hazard rate condition, then a speculative contract
intended for a type � > p induces the actions,

av� 2 argmax
a
[v(a)� c(a)]

au� 2 argmax
a
[( F (�)� p) � (u(a)� v(a)) + p(u(a)� c(a))] (6)

If G satis�es the monotone hazard rate condition,4 then a speculative contract intended for a

type � < p induces the actions:

au� 2 argmax
a
[u(a)� c(a)]

av� 2 argmax
a
[( G (1� �)� (1� p)) � (v(a)� u(a)) + (1� p) � (v(a)� c(a))] (7)

The speculative contracts in the optimal menu may induce an ine¢ cient action in the

state which the agent deems more likely than the principal. To interpret this action, consider

the case of p = 0. The principal would like the agent to choose the e¢ cient action in state v

(the state he believes with certainty), but he could exploit his disagreement with the agent

to charge more than v� for this action. Each contract in the principal�s menu has three

components: an action au; an up-front payment t�; and a changing fee of � �: An agent who

4For instance, when F is the uniform distribution, both F and G satisfy the monotone hazard rate property.
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signs a contract (au; t�; � �) pays t� and commits to choosing the action au (which is the same

for all speculative contracts because p = 0). However, if in period 2 the agent switches to

argmaxa(v(a) � c(a)), he has to pay � �. The principal believes that the agent will pay the

fee for sure, while the agent believes that this will happen with probability �: The principal�s

objective is to have t� + � � > v�; and as high as possible. To meet this objective, the

principal should choose au such that the agent will agree to pay as much as possible in state

v for switching from au to argmaxa(v(a)� c(a)): Hence, au 2 argmaxa[u(a)� v(a)]:
This intuition extends to the case of p 2 (0; 1): This case is a little more complicated.

First, we need to distinguish between optimistic and pessimistic types. The former pay the

�changing fee�in state v; while the latter pay this fee in state u: Second, since the principal

assigns positive probability to both states, the action au for the optimistic types maximizes

a weighted average of u � v and u � c: Similarly, av for the pessimistic types maximizes a

weighted average of v � u and v � c:
Notice that if the principal observed the agent�s type, then in order to derive au� in the

�rst-best contract for a type � > p; we would simply need to replace  F (�) with � in (6).

Likewise, we would replace  G (1� �) with 1 � � in (7) when deriving au� in the �rst-best

contract for a type � < p.

To complete our characterization of the optimal menu, it remains to derive the cuto¤s,
�� and �. Recall that by Proposition 2, if u(a) � v(a) (respectively, v(a) � u(a)) for all a;

then the principal weakly prefers not to speculate with any of the types below p (above p),

in which case � = 0 (�� = 1). The following proposition characterizes the cuto¤s for the case

in which u(a) > v(a) for some a and v(a) > u(a) for some a.

Proposition 4 (i) Suppose that F satis�es the monotone hazard rate condition, and u(a) >

v(a) at some a: Then, �� is the unique solution of  F (�) = p:

(ii) Suppose that G satis�es the monotone hazard rate condition, and v(a) > u(a) at some a:

Then, � is the unique solution of  G (1� �) = 1� p:

Our next collection of results addresses the question of ex-post e¢ ciency of the optimal

menu. We say that the optimal menu is ex-post e¢ cient if au� 2 argmax(u � c) and av� 2
argmax(v � c) for every type �.

Proposition 5 If the optimal menu is ex-post e¢ cient, then there exists such a menu with
at most one speculative contract for types higher than p; and at most one such contract for

types lower than p:

If the optimal menu is ex-post e¢ cient, then w.l.o.g. all types can be made to choose

precisely the same action in each state (au 2 argmax(u � c) and av 2 argmax(v � c)). But
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since each optimistic type is indi¤erent between au and av in state v; while each pessimistic

type is indi¤erent between these two actions in state u (recall Lemma 8), the absolute value

of the �speculative gain� jq(�)j is constant for all types. Hence, the principal can only

discriminate between types � > p and types � < p, but he cannot discriminate among the

types within each of these categories.

The following result provides a su¢ cient condition for ex-post e¢ ciency.

Proposition 6 If argmax(u � c) = argmax(u � v) and argmax(v � c) = argmax(v � u),

then the optimal menu is ex-post e¢ cient .

The intuition for this result is simple. Consider the speculative contracts that the prin-

cipal designs for types � > p. By Lemma 5, av� is ex-post e¢ cient. In our discussion below

Proposition 3, we remarked that when designing au� , the principal attempts to strike a com-

promise between maximizing u� c and maximizing u� v. When the same action maximizes
both u� c and u� v, the principal can set au to be ex-post e¢ cient without having to worry
about this trade-o¤. Note that the su¢ cient condition identi�ed in the Proposition is satis�ed

in our example of the previous sub-section.

5 Examples

In this section we illustrate some features of the optimal menu using a collection of simple

applications of our framework. Given the simplicity of our model, the examples are highly

stylized and are not meant to serve as descriptive models of the concrete economic environ-

ments referred to. However, we believe they illuminate contractual arrangements that we

observe in reality. Throughout this subsection, we assume F (�) = � and p = 1
2 .

5.1 Ownership vs. �xed wages

A manager contemplates hiring a sales agents. Assume that the volume of sales can take any

value in the interval [0; 1]: The manager incurs no costs except for his payments to the agent

(i.e., c(a) = 0 for all a). The cost that the agent incurs in generating a sales volume of a

depends on the state of nature. In state u, it is not costly to generate higher sales, whereas in

state v, the cost of generating sales exactly o¤sets the revenue. Thus, u(a) = a and v(a) = 0

for every a 2 [0; 1]. The agent�s reservation value, normalized to zero, is interpreted as the
highest wage he can earn if he declines all of the manager�s o¤ers.

Our results in the previous section greatly simplify the task of deriving the optimal menu.

By Proposition 2, the manager will speculate only with �optimistic�sales agents. By Propo-

sition 6, the optimal contract is ex-post e¢ cient. Therefore, by Proposition 5, the menu will

consist of one non-speculative contract (denoted tNS) and one speculative contract (denoted

tS). All types lower than � sign tNS , while all higher types sign tS .
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By Lemma 1, the non-speculative contract extracts the entire surplus of the agent in each

of the states. One such contract is tNS(a) = a: This contract means that the agent receives

no share in the sales that he generates, and he is compensated by a �xed wage which is equal

to his reservation value.

To construct tS ; we �rst need to �nd the threshold type �: This type satis�es that the

marginal gain in expected pro�t from speculating with him is equal to the marginal loss from

not speculating with him, i.e.,

pmax
a

u(a) =  F (�)[u(a
u)� v(au)] + pv(au) (8)

By Proposition 3, au = 1 and av = 0: This means that (8) may be written as

1

2
� 1 = (2� � 1) � 1 + 1

2
� 0

Therefore, � = 3
4 .

The pair of transfers, tS(0) and tS(1); can now be derived using the following observations.

By Lemma 8, the V R constraint is binding for all agents who sign tS :

�tS(0) = �tS(1) (9)

By Corollary 1, type 3
4 is indi¤erent between signing a speculative contract and signing a

non-speculative contract:
3

4
[1� tS(1)] +

1

4
[�tS(0)] = 0 (10)

Taken together, (9) and (16) imply that tS(0) = tS(1) =
3
4 .

These transfers may be implemented by a contract, tS(a) = 3
4 for every a. This contract

essentially �sells the project�to the sales agent. Thus, the optimal contract consists of two

extreme risk-sharing schemes. In one scheme, the manager bears all the risk and the sales

person receives a �xed wage. In another scheme, the sales agent obtains full ownership of the

project and bears all the risk.

Both contracts provide precisely the same incentives in the second period. Under both

contracts, the agent will generate a sales volume au = 1 in state u and av = 0 in state v. Thus,

the multiplicity of contracts in the menu has nothing to do with second-period incentives, or

with the agent�s risk attitudes. Instead, the agent�s selection of a payment scheme reveals

his degree of optimism.

This example is special, in the sense that tS leaves the manager totally insured. In this

respect, the term �speculative contract� is perhaps a misnomer, because the manager does

not bear any risk under tS . This feature is due to the assumption that v is �at (rather

than, say, a strictly decreasing function). In the examples that follow, the optimal menu will

contain speculative contracts that impose risk on both parties.
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5.2 Unlimited consumption vs. variable rates

A commonly observed menu of pricing schemes o¤ers unlimited consumption at a �xed fee,

side by side with a variable-rate scheme that charges according to consumption. Menus of this

type are o¤ered by telecommunication companies, where �rms often o¤er a choice between

�unlimited calling plans�and plans that condition per-minute rate to the amount of minutes

used. Similarly, DVD rental stores o¤er �unlimited plans�as well as �limited plans�. Finally,

as in the example presented in the Introduction, restaurants sometimes o¤er diners a choice

between an �all you can eat�bu¤et and a selection of dishes �a la carte�.

We propose to interpret such a menu as a tool for screening consumers according to their

prior beliefs regarding their future tastes. This interpretation �ts situations in which the

agent is unsure of his future satiation level: would he desire a large amount of airtime to

communicate with his partners on the mobile phone, or will short conversations su¢ ce? how

much idle time will he have for watching rental movies? how much would he need to eat in

order to satisfy his appetite?

In these situations, a variable-rate contract may be viewed as a bet between the principal

and the agent, where the agent �wins�if he manages to consume only a small amount and the

principal �wins� if the agent ends up consuming a large amount. In contrast, an unlimited

consumption contract has no speculative component, because the payment the agent makes

is independent of his level of consumption. Consumers who believe that their satiation level

is likely to be low would prefer a speculative, variable-rate contract. On the other hand,

consumers who believe that their satiation level is likely to be high would opt for the non-

speculative, unlimited-consumption contract.

We illustrate this idea with a simple example. A consumer is about to purchase a calling

plan from a monopolistic mobile phone company. Being a newcomer to the mobile phone

market, the consumer does not know if his required amount of airtime will be high or low.

Formally, let a denote the proportion of monthly minutes that the consumer uses (where

a = 1 means that a consumer uses every available minute). The costs to the phone company

are given by c(a) = 1
4a. Let u(a) and v(a) represent the consumer�s willingness to pay for a

minutes of airtime in the low and high state respectively. Speci�cally, let v(a) = a and

u(a) =

(
2a for 0 � a < 1

2

1 for 1
2 � a < 1

Note that from the mobile phone company�s point of view, a consumer of type � > 1
2

(� < 1
2) underestimates (overestimates) his required amount of airtime. Because u(a) � v(a)

for every a, Proposition 2 implies that the phone company will o¤er a non-speculative contract

to types below �� > 1
2 . Such a contract can be implemented by a calling plan that o¤ers

unlimited calls for a monthly fee of 1:

To derive the set of speculative contracts, we �rst note that by Proposition 3, for all
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� � ��, av� = 1 and
au� 2 arg max

a2[0;1]
[(2� � 1)u(a) + (5

4
� 2�)a]

Solving this optimization problem yields au� =
1
2 : Since a

u
� 2 argmaxa[u(a) � c(a)] and

av� 2 argmaxa[v(a)�c(a)], it follows that the optimal menu is ex-post e¢ cient. By Proposition
5, the optimal menu contains a single speculative contract t�.

Recall that V R� is binding for every � � �� and that IR� is binding for ��. By Proposition
4; �� = 3

4 : Therefore:

3

4
[u(
1

2
)� v(1) + t�(1)� t�(1

2
)] + v(1)� t�(1) = 0

t�(1)� t�(1
2
) = v(1)� v(1

2
)

These equations yield t�(1) = 11
8 and t�(12) =

7
8 . The speculative contract t

� can thus be

implemented by the following three-part tari¤. For a �at fee of 78 , the consumer receives

a = 1
2 at a marginal price of zero. For any additional units, the consumer has to pay a

marginal price of 1 (i.e., t(a) = 3
8 + a for a >

1
2).

Thus, we have interpreted the coexistence of variable-rate and unlimited consumption

contracts as a consequence of the principal�s attempt to screen the agent�s probabilistic

assessment of his satiation point. The unlimited consumption contract is a non-speculative

contract, whereas the variable-rate contract is a speculative contract directed at consumers

who signi�cantly underestimate (in a probabilistic sense) their satiation level of consumption.

Applied to the DVD rental example, our characterization of the optimal menu implies

that unlimited rental plans are essentially non-speculative contracts, while limited plans are

speculative contracts aimed at consumers who underestimate their future amount of idle time.

Our interpretation is perhaps surprising in the context of the restaurant example. A

priori, one might think that the �all you can eat� deal should be viewed as a speculative

contract, targeted at diners who overestimate their satiation level. However, according to

our interpretation, this deal is a non-speculative contract, while the �a la carte� deal is a

speculative contract, targeted at customers who enter the restaurant believing they will have

only an entree and a main course, but �nd themselves browsing the dessert menu at the end

of the meal .

5.3 Speculative contracts and ine¢ ciency

In many situations a buyer contracts with a supplier prior to knowing the exact speci�cations

of the product or service he requires, as these depend on a future state of nature. Bilateral

contracts of this nature have been widely studied in the literature. Most often, the focus

has been on the hold-up problem that may arise and the various ways in which it could

be remedied (see Tirole (1999) and the references therein). An important aspect of these

contingent contracts that has been largely overlooked, is their speculative role in allowing
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parties with heterogeneous beliefs to bet on the future (see Bazerman and Gillespie (1999)).

In this sub-section we analyze a bilateral contracting example of this type. We also employ

this example to demonstrates the subtle e¤ect of speculative contracts on ex-post e¢ ciency.

A seller can provide (at zero cost) a product at any variety a 2 [0; 1] demanded by a
buyer. The ideal variety for the buyer depends on the state of nature. Assume that u and v

take the following functional forms:

u(a) = 2�
�
a� 1

2

�2
v (a) = 2�

�
a� 3

4

�2
That is, the buyer�s ideal variety is a = 1

2 in state u and a =
3
4 in state v. For expositional

simplicity, we shall focus on the contracts that the seller designs for types � 2 [12 ; 1].
The non-speculative contract for types 1

2 � � < �� may take the simple form of a �at

payment of 2; which is independent of a: Let us turn to the speculative contracts for types

� � ��. We �rst note that for each of these types, av� can be set to
3
4 : By Proposition 3, to

compute au� for � � �� we need to solve

max
a2[0;1]

(�
(2� � 1)� 1

2

�"�
a� 3

4

�2
�
�
a� 1

2

�2#
+
1

2

"
2�

�
a� 1

2

�2#)

yielding au� =
5
4 � �. Finally, by Proposition 4; �� =

3
4 .

This result has two noteworthy features. First, the non-speculative contract speci�es a

�at payment, whereas the speculative contract speci�es a contingent pricing schedule. Buyers

who roughly share the seller�s belief choose a contract that gives them the freedom to choose

the exact variety of the product only after they learn their ideal point. In contrast, buyers

who sharply disagree with the seller are willing to commit to the variety they will choose and

pay a �ne in case they change their mind in period 2.

Second, note that au� � argmaxu for all � � ��. Since au� decreases with �; the distance
between au� and argmaxu increases with � (in the range � >

3
4). Thus, as the parties�beliefs

become more polarized, the contract they sign becomes more ine¢ cient ex-post (in state u).

In other words, the more speculative the contract, the more ine¢ cient the action that it

induces in state u.

The latter aspect of our example has a further implication. If the seller could observe the

buyer�s type �, he would assign to any buyer type � > 1
2 a speculative contract that induces

av� =
3
4 and a

u
� = argmax [(� � p) (u� v) + pu] = 3

4 �
�
2 . Compare this with our result that

when the seller dose not observe �; au� =
1
2 for � 2 [

1
2 ;
3
4) and a

u
� =

5
4 � � for � > 3

4 . It is

easy to see that the outcome is �less ine¢ cient�ex-post when the seller does not observe the

buyer�s type. Thus, if a social planner, who wishes to maximize social surplus (according to

his own prior beliefs), had to choose between an environment in which the seller observes the
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buyer�s prior and an environment in which the buyer�s prior is his private information, he

would prefer the latter environment.

These welfare implications are not general, but a consequence of certain features of the

payo¤ structure: (i) v(a) � u(a � d), where d is the distance between the ideal points in

the two states; (ii) u is concave - i.e., as the distance from the ideal point becomes larger,

the marginal disutility from steering away from it increases; (iii) the Arrow-Pratt coe¢ cient

�u00=u0 increases with a (in the relevant range, in which a falls below the ideal point). The
proof is elementary, involving �rst- and second-order conditions of the objective function

(� � p)(u� v) + pu when the agent�s prior is known, and ( F (�)� p)(u� v) + pu when the

prior is private information.

Note that in contrast to previous examples in the paper, the optimal menu in this sub-

section displays �ne discrimination among optimistic types. Speci�cally, there is a continuum

of speculative contracts. To characterize these contracts for � > 3
4 , recall that V R� is binding

for these types. Therefore,

t(av�)� t(au� ) = (
1

2
� �)2 (11)

This implies that for all � � 3
4 ,

q(�) =
�

2
� 5

16

Hence, by (18),

t(av�) = �(
�

2
� 5

16
) + 2�

Z �

3
4

(
x

2
� 5

16
)dx =

�2

4
+
61

32

Substituting this into (11) we obtain t(au� ) = t(av�)� (12 � �)
2: This means that the higher the

buyer�s prior on u, the lower the payment he makes in this state, and the higher the payment

he makes in v.

6 Conclusion

We have argued that menus of contingent contracts in principal-agent environments can be

explained as a consequence of the principal�s attempt to screen the agent�s prior belief, when

there are non-common priors. Whereas standard accounts highlight the role of contingent

contracts in providing incentives for the agent, we interpret them as bets. Indeed, in many of

our examples the agent�s actions are independent of the contract he selects from the menu,

and therefore incentive provision cannot be the explanation for price discrimination.

We do not take a stand as to which of the two parties, if any, holds the correct prior. Their

di¤erences in beliefs may or may not be a result of inherent biases such as over-optimism.

For example, in the manager-worker example of Subsection 5:1, each party may be over-

optimistic or over-pessimistic regarding the agent�s future cost of e¤ort, and our analysis

does not require us to make any judgment in this regard. Even if it is natural to assume that

the agent will tend to be over-optimistic relative to the principal, it does not follow that we
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have to assume that the principal is right.

In some applications, however - e.g., when the principal is a �rm and the agent is a

consumer - one might one want to interpret the principal�s prior p as correct, and the agent�s

prior � 6= p as resulting from a psychological bias such as over-optimism. In this case, in order

to be consistent with the model, it must be assumed that the consumer does not believe that

his belief is biased. Otherwise, he would regard the menu as a signal of the principal�s prior,

and he would update his beliefs. Also, such an interpretation would have to be confronted

with the empirical question of whether consumers make systematic errors in anticipating their

future tastes (see Miravete (2003), for example).
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. Assume that the principal knows the value of �: Then, an optimal
contract is given by the solution to the problem,

max
t�(a)

f�[t�(au� )� c(au� )] + (1� �) [t�(av�)� c(av�)]g

subject to the IR�; UR� and V R� constraints. Because the principal does not need to worry

about incentive compatibility constraints, IR� is binding. This means that the following

contract maximizes the principal�s expected pro�ts, while satisfying the IR� constraint.

t� (a) =

8><>:
u� if a = au�cmax

v� if a = av�cmax

1 if a =2 fau�cmax; a
v�c
maxg

By the crossing property; this contract also satis�es the UR� and V R� constraints. Because

this contract is independent of �, it is also optimal when the principal does not know the

value of � and needs to take into consideration the incentive compatibility constraints. �

Proof of Lemma 1. Assume the optimal menu includes a set of non-speculative contracts
T (which may be a singleton) which generate an expected pro�t for the principal which is

lower than his expected pro�t from the following contract t�, which is a �rst-best contract

against � = p:

t�(a) =

8><>:
u� if a = au�cmax

v� if a = av�cmax

1 if a =2 fau�cmax; a
v�c
maxg

where au�cmax and a
v�c
max satisfy the condition in De�nition 1. This contract has two important

features: it yields zero expected payo¤ to all types, and it satis�es the UR and V R constraints

of any type who chooses it. Let �T denote the set of types whose most preferred contract in

the menu is in T .

Consider amending the original menu by replacing all the contracts in T with t�. Since

the original menu is assumed to be optimal, every speculative contract in it must satisfy the

UR and V R constraints. Hence, every contract in the new menu satis�es these constraints.
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We wish to show that there is a way to assign a contract in the new menu to each agent

type, such that (i) no agent type is assigned a contract with a negative expected payo¤, (ii)

the assigned contract is weakly preferred to any other contract in the menu, and (iii) the

new menu would generate a higher expected pro�t than the original menu.

By our construction of t�; this is straightforward if we can assign t� to every type in �T ;

while assigning all other types their most preferred contract in the original menu. Suppose

there is a positive measure of types in �T who strictly prefer a contract t =2 T to the contract
t�: If t is non-speculative, then by the de�nition of T; the expected pro�t from t is larger or

equal to the expected pro�t from t�: If t is speculative, then its expected pro�t must be at

least as high as the expected pro�t from t� (otherwise, the principal would be able to increase

his expected pro�ts by replacing the original menu with one that consists of t� and all the

original speculative contracts except for the least pro�table one).

Suppose next that there is a positive measure of types outside of �T whose most preferred

contract in the new menu is t�. Then each of these types must have obtained a strictly negative

expected payo¤ from his most preferred contract in the original menu, contradicting the IR

constraint. �

Proof of Lemma 2. Assume that 0 < p < 1 and yet the optimal menu does not include

any speculative contract. By the crossing condition, u� > v(au�cmax) or v
� > u(av�cmax). Consider

the former case. Choose " such that u� � " > v(au�cmax) and

0 <
"

u� � v(au�cmax)� "
<
1� p
p

Then

p(u� � ") + (1� p)[v� + u� � v(au�cmax)� "] > pu� + (1� p)v� (12)

In addition, there exists �� < 1 su¢ ciently close to one that satis�es

��"� (1� ��)[u� � v(au�cmax)� "] = 0 (13)

Suppose that the principal added to the original menu the following speculative contract:

t(a) =

8><>:
u� � " if a = au�cmax

v� + u� � v(au�cmax)� " if a = av�cmax

1 if a =2 fau�cmax; a
v�c
maxg

By Lemma (1), the non-speculative contract in the optimal menu is t�. By (13), all types
� > �� strictly prefer t(a) to t�, while the opposite is true of types below ��: By (12) and

the continuity of F; the expected pro�t from the new menu is strictly higher than with the

original menu, a contradiction.

By essentially the same argument, we can show that if v� > u(av�cmax); then we can design
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a speculative contract with the following properties: (i) there exists � > 0 such that all types

� < � strictly prefer this contract to t�, and (ii) the principal obtains an expected pro�t

strictly above p[u� � c(au�cmax)] + (1� p)[v� � c(av�cmax)]. Taken together, these properties imply

that the principal can raise his expected pro�t by including this speculative contract in his

original menu, a contradiction.

Assume next that p = 0. Let us �rst prove the �if�part. Suppose that u(a0) > v(a0) for

some a0; yet the optimal menu has no speculative contracts. By the crossing property and

the continuity of v and c, there exists av�cmax 6= a0: The principal can then add the following

contract to the original menu,

t(a) =

8><>:
u(a0)� " if a = a0

v� + u(a0)� v(a0)� " if a = av�cmax

1 if a =2 fa0; av�cmaxg

where 0 < " < u(a0)� v(a0): This contract yields the principal a higher pro�t than any non-
speculative contract. In addition, there exists �� < 1 such that t(a) yields a strictly positive

expected payo¤ to all types � > �� and a strictly negative expected payo¤ to all types below
��: By the continuity of F; the new menu generates a strictly higher expected pro�t than the

original menu, a contradiction. Thus, if p = 0 and u(a0) > v(a0) for some a0; then the optimal

menu must contain at least one speculative contract.

Turning to the �only if�part, suppose that u(a) � v(a) for every a. When the principal

knows the agent�s type, his objective is to solve the following maximization problem:

max
tu;tv ;au;av

tv � c(av)

subject to

�[u(au)� tu] + (1� �)[v(av)� tv] � 0 (IR)

u(au)� tu � u(av)� tv (UR)

v(av)� tv � v(au)� tu (V R)

By assumption, u(a) � v(a) for every a. The V R constraint thus implies v(av) � tv �
u(au) � tu. By the IR constraint, tv � v(av). Therefore, the principal�s objective function

is bounded from above by v(av) � c(av). It follows that the non-speculative contract t�

maximizes the principal�s payo¤, regardless of the agent�s type. Therefore, the optimal menu

contains no speculative contracts.

An argument along the same lines establishes that when p = 1, the optimal menu includes

at least one speculative contract if and only if, u(a) < v(a) for some a. �

Proof of Lemma 3. Note �rst that by IRp; type � = p cannot be assigned a speculative

contract. Our proof relies on the following observation.
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Observation 1: Assume the optimal menu assigns a speculative contract to a type � 6= p:

Then Du
� > 0 and D

v
� < 0 for � > p; while Du

� < 0 and D
v
� > 0 for � < p.

Proof of Observation 1: Suppose � > p: Let x � � � p > 0: Then by De�nition 2,

(� � x)Du
� + (1� � + x)Dv

� < 0

By IR�;

�Du
� + (1� �)Dv

� � 0

Because � > x > 0; these two inequalities imply that Du
� > 0 and D

v
� < 0. A similar argument

applies for � < p. �

We now show that if a type � > p is assigned a speculative contract, then a higher type

must also be assigned such a contract. Consider a type � > �: Assume this type is assigned a

non-speculative contract. Then by Lemma 1, U (�; �) = 0: By IC�;�, an agent of type � > �

satis�es U (�; �) � U (�; �) : By Observation 1; U (�; x) is a¢ ne in x, hence, U (�; �) > U (�; �).

Since U (�; �) � 0; we reached a contradiction. A similar argument applies for types lower

than p: �

Proof of Corollary 1. Assume that U(��; ��) > 0. By Observation 1, U (�; x) is a¢ ne in
x. Hence, U(��; �) > 0 for all � � ��: Suppose the principal deviates by modifying all the

speculative contracts as follows: for every � � ��, t(au�) and t(a
v
�) are both raised by some

arbitrarily small ". This modi�cation leaves all the IR, IC, UR and V R constraints intact,

and generates a higher pro�t, a contradiction. �

Proof of Proposition 2. Assume u(a) � v(a) for all a: By Lemma 2; if p = 1, there are no

speculative contracts in the optimal menu. Now let p < 1: Assume, by contradiction, that

type � = 0 is assigned a speculative contract t0. Then there exists a pair of actions (a; a0)

such that v(a) � t0(a) and u(a0) < t0(a
0): But from our assumption that u(a) � v(a) it

follows that u(a0)� t0(a0) < u(a)� t0(a); which violates UR0; a contradiction. By Lemma 3;
if � = 0 is not assigned a speculative contract, then no type 0 < � < p can be assigned such

a contract. A similar proof establishes the second part of the result. �

Proof of Lemma 4. Assume that the principal designs two separate menus such that one
is optimal for the distribution of types F conditional on � 2 [p; 1], and another is optimal
for the distribution F conditional on � 2 [0; p]. Denote the �rst set of contracts by T+ and
the second by T�. We claim that these menus have the property that each type in [p; 1]

(respectively [0; p]) weakly prefers his assigned contract to every contract in T� (respectively

T+).

By Lemmas 1 and 3, there exist � 2 [p; 1] and �� 2 [0; p] such that U (�; �) = 0 for all

� 2
�
�; ��
�
: By Observation 1, Dv

� > Du
� for all � � �; while Du

� > Dv
� for all � � ��: In addition,
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every � =2
�
�; ��
�
satis�es inequality (2). This means that for every pair of types �; � such that

� � p and � � �� we have that U (�; �) < 0. Similarly, U
�
�0; �0

�
< 0 for every pair of types

�0; �0 with �0 � p and � � �:

By assumption, T+ (respectively T�) maximizes the principal�s expected pro�t, condi-

tional on � 2 [p; 1] (respectively � 2 [0; 1]). Hence, the union of T+ and T� maximizes the
unconditional expected pro�t of the principal. In addition, T+ satis�es the IR, IC, UR

and V R constraints of the types in [p; 1], while T� satis�es the corresponding constraints

for types in [0; p]: From the argument made in the previous paragraph, the set of contracts

T+ [ T� also satis�es these constraints for all types in [0; 1]: �

Proof of Lemma 5. Consider the types in [p; 1]: By Lemma 3, there exists �� 2 [p; 1]

such that all types � < �� choose a non-speculative contract. Hence, by Lemma 1, av� 2
argmaxa[u(a)� c(a)]:

By Lemma 3, if �� < 1; then all types � � �� are assigned speculative contracts. Assume
there exists �� > �� who is assigned a contract with av� =2 argmaxa[v(a)� c(a)]. Consider the
modi�ed contract t0�, which di¤ers from t� only in two actions, av� and some a

v�c
max (as de�ned

at the end of Section 2), such that t0(av�) =1 and t0�(a
v�c
max) satis�es

v(av�cmax)� t0�(av�cmax) = v(av�)� t�(av�) (14)

Because the agent�s net payo¤ in state v from the modi�ed contract is the same as under the

original contact, all the IR, IC constraints, as well as V R�, continue to hold. To see that

UR� is also satis�ed, note that because t� is speculative and � > p, Du
� > 0 and D

v
� < 0, by

Observation 1. Therefore, by (14), u(au� )� t(au� ) � v(av�cmax)� t0�(av�cmax).

Finally, conditional on the agent�s type being �; the contract t0� generates a higher expected

pro�t to the principal. This follows from observing that (14), together with our assumption

on av� , implies that t
0
�(a

v�c
max)� c(av�cmax) > t�(a

v
�)� c (av�).

A similar argument shows that we may set au� 2 argmaxa[u(a)� c(a)] for � � p. �

Proof of Lemma 7. We adopt Krishna�s (2002, pp. 63-66) derivation of incentive compati-
bility for direct mechanisms. De�ne m (�) � �Dv

� . The optimal menu is incentive compatible

if for all types � and �,

V (�) � �q (�)�m (�) � �q (�)�m (�)

By Observation 1, q (�) � 0 for all � � � (by the de�nition of �, q (�) = 0 for all � < �).

Hence, the L.H.S of the above inequality is an a¢ ne function of the true value �. Incentive

compatibility implies that for all � � ��,

V (�) = max
�2[0;1]

f�q (�)�m (�)g
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I.e., V (�) is a maximum of a family of a¢ ne functions, and hence it is convex on
�
��; 1
�
.5

Incentive compatibility is equivalent to the requirement that for all �; � 2
�
��; 1
�
,

V (�) � V (�) + q (�) (�� �)

This implies that for all � > ��, q (�) is the slope of a line that supports the function V (�) at

the point �. Because V (�) is convex it is absolutely continuous, and thus di¤erentiable almost

everywhere in the interior of its domain. Hence, at every point that V (�) is di¤erentiable,

V 0(�) = q (�). Since V (�) is absolutely continuous, we obtain that for all � > ��,

V (�) = V (�) +

Z �

��
q (x) dx

By Corollary 1, V (�) = 0, and so we obtain that U (�; �) =
R �
� q (x) dx for � � ��:

By a similar argument, if the speculative contract assigned to type � � � is speculative,

then U (�; �) =
R 1��
1�� [�q (x)]dx: �

Proof of Lemma 8. Consider �rst the types � � ��. Let �� denote the slack in the V R�
constraint of type �: Then

t� (a
v
�)� t� (au� ) = v (av�)� v (au� )� �� (15)

By Lemma 7, if type � � �� is assigned a speculative contract, which is incentive compatible,
then

U (�; �) =

Z �

��
[u (aux)� v (aux)� �x] dx (16)

Assume the optimal menu satis�es that �� > 0 for some positive measure of types in [��; 1].

Consider amending the menu by changing only t� (av�) for all types � � � such that the new

transfer is equal to t� (av�)+��; making the V R� constraint binding for all these types: Clearly,

this change does not violate the UR� constraint of these types. From (16), it follows that the

incentive compatibility constraints are not violated, and that this change only raises U (�; �) :

Hence, the IR� constraint is also not violated.

We claim that the above change in the menu, increases the principal�s expected pro�t, in

contradiction to our assumption that the original menu was optimal. To see this, note that

by Lemma 3, the optimal menu maximizes the expression

[
F
�
��
�
� F (p)

1� F (p) ]
�
p(u� � c(au�cmax)) + (1� p) (v� � c(av�cmax))

�
+

Z 1

�
[(1� p) (tv� � tu� � cv� + cu� ) + tu� � cu� ][d

F (�)

1� F (p) ]

5Because all types in [p; ��) are assigned a non-speculative contract, V (�) = 0 for all � 2 [p; ��):
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Substituting (15) into the above expression, we obtain that reducing �� for a positive measure

of types in [�; 1] increases the principal�s expected pro�t.

A similar argument establishes that the UR� constraint is binding for all types � � �. �

Proof of Proposition 3. Assume that F satis�es the monotone hazard rate condition. By

Lemma 5, we may restrict attention to menus that induce av� 2 argmaxa[v(a) � c(a)] for

� � p; and au� 2 argmaxa[u(a) � c(a)] for � � p: Consider �rst the problem of designing an

optimal menu for types distributed on [p; 1]: By the lemmas we have proven thus far, we may

reduce this problem to the following optimization problem:

max
��;fau� ;tu�g�2[��;1]

[
F
�
��
�
� F (p)

1� F (p) ]
�
p(u� � c(au�cmax)) + (1� p) (v� � c(av�cmax))

�
+

Z 1

��
f(1� p) [v� � c(av�cmax)� v(av�) + c(au� )] + t�(au� )� c(au� )g[d

F (�)

1� F (p) ]

subject to the IR�; IC�;�; UR� and V R� constraints for all types � and �: We adopt the

standard practice in mechanism-design (see Krishna (2002)) of solving this problem under

the assumption that the IC�;� and IR� constraints are satis�ed, and then checking that this

constraint is indeed satis�ed by the solution we obtain.

Because V R� is binding (Lemma 8) for all � � ��; we can write

t� (a
u
� ) = t� (a

v
�) + v (a

u
� )� v� (17)

Equating (3) and (4), we can obtain the following expression for t� (av�) ;

t� (a
v
�) = �q (�) + v� �

Z �

��
q (x) dx (18)

Substituting this expression into (17), we obtain

t� (a
u
� ) = �q (�)�

Z �

��
q (x) dx+ v (au� ) (19)

We can thus simplify the optimization problem by expressing the objective as a function only

of the cuto¤ �� and the actions fau�g�2[��;1],

max
��;fau�g�2[��;1]

(F
�
��
�
�F (p))p(u�� c(au�cmax))+

Z 1

��
f�q (�)�

Z �

��
q (x) dx+ p[v (au� )� c (au� )]gdF (�)

Note that we have taken the constant (1 � p)(v� � c(av�cmax)) out of the objective func-

tion. By interchanging the order of integration in
R 1
��

R �
�� q (x) dx; we can rewrite this ex-

pression as
R 1
�� [1� F (�)] q(�)d�: We can thus replace

R 1
��

h
�q (�)�

R �
�� q (x) dx

i
dF (�) withR 1

��  F (�) q (�) dF (�) ; where  F (�) is de�ned in (5). Because V R� is binding we can replace
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q (�) with u (au� )� v (au� ) to obtain the following objective function

max
��;fau�g�2[��;1]

(F
�
��
�
�F (p))p(u��c(au�cmax))+

Z 1

��
f F (�) (u (au� )� v (au� ))+p[v (au� )�c (au� )]gdF (�)

(20)

Because F satis�es the monotone hazard rate property, it follows that the optimal au� for

each � 2
�
��; 1
�
is given by (6). A similar argument establishes that the optimal av� for

each � 2 [0; �] is given by (7).6

It remains to verify that the menu we constructed is indeed individually-rational and

incentive compatible. Note �rst that the non-speculative contract t� gives zero indirect utility

to types in
�
�; ��
�
; while speculative contracts, by de�nition, give negative indirect utility to

these types. We now show that the speculative contracts assigned to types above p satisfy

the IR and IC constraints of these types. Analogous arguments apply to speculative types

below p:

By Corollary 1, the IR constraint of the lowest speculative type is binding. Hence, the

speculative contracts assigned to all higher types is individually rational if, and only if they

are incentive compatible. Incentive compatibility is equivalent to the requirement that q (�)

is non-decreasing (see Krishna (2002), p.68). Since by Lemma 8, V R� is binding for all � � ��;
q (�) is non-decreasing for these types if, and only if u (au� ) � v (au� ) is non-decreasing for all

� � ��: Consider a pair of types �; � such that � > �: By construction,

 F (�) [u
�
au�
�
� v

�
au�
�
] + p[v

�
au�
�
� c

�
au�
�
] �  F (�) [u (a

u
� )� v (au� )] + p[v (au� )� c (au� )]

and

 F (�) [u (a
u
� )� v (au� )] + p[v (au� )� c (au� )] �  F (�) [u

�
au�
�
� v

�
au�
�
] + p[v

�
au�
�
� c

�
au�
�
]

Adding these two inequalities and cancelling common terms yields

[ F (�)�  F (�)] f[u
�
au�
�
� v

�
au�
�
]� [u (au� )� v (au� )]g � 0

Because F satis�es the monotone hazard rate property,  F (�) >  F (�). Therefore,

u(au�)� v(au�) � u (au� )� v (au� ) : �

Proof of Proposition 4. We begin by proving part (i) of the proposition. De�ne

h(�) � max
a2[0;1]

[( F (�)� p) � (u(a)� v(a)) + p � (u(a)� c(a))]� p � (u� � c(au�cmax)) (21)

and let

a� 2 arg max
a2[0;1]

[( F (�)� p) � (u(a)� v(a)) + p � (u(a)� c(a))]

6Note that in this case we need to use G(z) instead of F (�).
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It follows from the proof of Proposition 3 that the principal strictly prefers to speculate with

agent type � if and only if h(�) > 0: By the monotone hazard rate property,  F (�) is a

continuously increasing function. Note that  F (p) < p and  (1) = 1. Therefore, there exists

a unique �� > p that solves the equation  F (�) = p: By Lemma 6, q(�) > 0 for � � ��. By
Lemma 8, V R is binding for � � ��. By the de�nition of q(�), this means that u(a�)�v(a�) > 0
for � � ��.

Consider � � �� for which  F (�) < p. Because u(a) � c(a) < u� � c(au�cmax), the only way

that h(�) > 0 is if u(a) � v(a) < 0, a contradiction. Now let � = ��. Then h(��) = 0. But

since  F (�) is increasing with �, this means that h(�) > 0 for every � > ��. Therefore,
�� = ��.

A similar argument establishes part (ii) of the proposition. �

Proof of Proposition 5. Consider �rst the speculative contracts in the optimal menu for
types higher than p: We already know from Lemma 5 that w.l.o.g. we can set av� = av�cmax

for all � � ��: By ex-post e¢ ciency, we can let au� = au�cmax for all � � ��: By Lemma 6, this

means that q (�) = u� � v(au�cmax) for all types � � ��: Hence, from equations (17) and (18) it

follows that the transfers t� (au� ) and t� (a
v
�) are also constant for all � � ��: By an analogous

argument it can be shown that t� (au� ) and t� (a
v
�) are constant for all � � �: �

Proof of Proposition 6. Suppose au� =2 argmaxa[u(a) � c(a)]. Then by assumption,

au� =2 argmaxa[u(a) � v(a)]. Consider a modi�ed contract t0�; which di¤ers from t� in two

actions only, au� and some a
u�c
max, such that t

0
�(a

u
� ) =1, and t0�(au�cmax) = t�(a

u
� )+u(a

u�c
max)�u(au� ).

Note that t0�(a
u�c
max)�c(au�cmax) > t�(a

u
� )�c(au� ); hence, conditional on being chosen, this contract

generates a higher expected pro�t than t�: By construction, the agent�s net payo¤ in state

u is the same under t� and t0�. Therefore, all the IR and IC constraints, as well as UR�,

continue to hold. Since, by assumption, au�cmax 2 argmaxa[u(a)� v(a)], and since the original
menu satis�ed the V R� constraint, it can easily be checked that this constraint continues to

hold. But this contradicts our assumption that the original menu was optimal. A similar

argument shows that av� 2 argmaxa[v(a)� c(a)]. �
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